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ØRSTA - URBAN BY NATURE
Ørsta has the potential to become an urban center in the region of
Søre Sunnmøre. Ørsta has a strong retail position and a natural
surrounding that is attractive to families. It is in the combination of
these qualities that the Urban by Nature-project envisions Ørsta in
the future: an intensified natural setting that creates urbanity, enhances the shopping conditions and will attract new inhabitants to
the urban core.
When we discuss ‘urbanity’ in Ørsta, we don’t aim for a ‘Manhattan’-style urbanity, but instead strengthen a unique town core that
acquires its main urban quality from its proximity to the green, the
mountains and the water. The green-urban structure of Ørsta will be
optimized by three strategic interventions: a) a high-quality residential area along the water front b) a variety of green urban spaces and
shopping experiences c) connected public spaces that are adapted
to the climate and make the natural surroundings accessible in all
seasons.
The project envisions this new physical connections on two levels.
Firstly, a series of green corridors are designed, flowing into the
urban core of Ørsta, connecting city and periphery and allowing for

nature and urban life to merge. At this level the project introduces
a new landscape path “landskapsstien” binding the city center and
the surrounding nature together. Secondly, in the core of Ørsta, an
urban surface is shaped as a place of densification, strengthened by
a series of intense green public spaces and a waterfront promenade.

THE TWIN TOWN
The Ørsta Europan competition provides a unique opportunity for the town
to rethink its position in the region. We strongly believe that the project’s
implications transcend the scope of the inner, urban area and affect a
large part of Søre Sunnmøre. Therefore, a wider territory has to be considered, inviting all urban actors and participants to engage in this project
to discuss the future of not only the inner city, but the entire region.
In order to remain competitive and to create an effective counterpart to
Volda, Ørsta will have to vitalize its individual potentials and boost its characteristics, but at the same time take advantage of the proximity to its twin
city Volda. In our opinion, Ørsta features a large quantity of ‘soft skills’.
The practical education, shopping, as well as the city’s numerous cultural
resources. Volda on the other hand has a potential to strengthen its position as location for higher education, technology and knowledge clusters.
This projects focusses on three main topics: 1. a need for an overall
identity, 2. a special focus developing a polycentric commercial area, and
3. the importance of complete rather than compete.

Shared values and identity
The theme “Urban by Nature” will be the twin towns overall strategy and
identity. Ørsta and Volda share the proximity to nature, fjords and mountains, and they should equally develop this potential within their green
urban centres. We envision that the two existing centres both focus on a
strategy based on densification of existing urban areas rather than expansion. In order to create new urban situations, we recommend a strong
focus on densifying the centres as well as implementing green urban
spaces. Together this will be the key to achieve a strong urban identity
based on site specific characteristics and values.
Besides the proximity to nature, to succeed as a new regional centre, the
twin town should have an overall focus on attractive housing. While the
students of Høgskolen have the perfect student house in Volda, Ørsta will
focus on the families. While Volda continues to strengthen its position as a
knowledge society and student friendly town, Ørsta will focus on children’s
education.
Ørsta-Volda: a polycentric commercial area
We suggest to focus on complimentary retail functions in Ørsta-Volda. To
avoid competition and counteraction, an overall systematic and strategic planning is needed. An thorough analysis of existing retail functions
combined with potentially needed functions should be conducted in order

to create a rich variety of shopping facilities. In the centres, we suggest to
focus on specialised retail, local niche retail, and grocery stores. Larger
functions, such as building materials, appliances and furniture shops
are suggested to be established in the areas around Hovedbygden and
Furene.
Besides releasing valuable square meters in the town centres, the relocation of functions to Hovedbyen and Furene is also part of a strategy to
strengthen the connection between Ørsta and Volda, both physically and
mentally. This area in particular can help strengthen the position of Ørsta
Volda in a regional perspective, the area around the airport is of special
value as it can be further developed as a national connector.
Complete, not compete - at a local and regional level
The two twin towns should reinforce and complement each other rather
than compete. The synergy effect they possess will strengthen their position in the regional competition. The region is characterized by a lack of
one clearly defined centre, with many towns of approximately equal size.
It is therefore important to find opportunities for collaborate on shared
interests, and simultaneously clarify potential conflict areas. Following
this strategy, we are leaving the traditional regional hierarchy behind, and
opening up for a network based regional strategy.

green and blue corridors running towards the centre of Ørsta, making new ways of connecting with the wild sorrounding nature.

TIMELINE

landscape path connecting core,
campus and livingareas with nature

DEVELOPMENT

Ørsta is nestled by the foot of the Sunnmøre Alps at the edge of the
Ørstafjord, surrounded by wild nature in a dramatic landscape. From
the steep white mountaintops, streams gather into rivers and make their
ways down through mystic forests and green grass fields, flowing through
the city before entering the dark blue fjord. Ørsta is a city with a strong
connection to the surrounding landscape as it traditionally was supporting agriculture and furniture manufacturing as the main livelihood of the
inhabitants of Ørsta.
Urban by Nature reintroduces the strong connection between Ørsta and
its surrounding nature as the main driver of further development of the
city. The diversity of nature within close proximity of the city offers great
possibilities for a variety of outdoor activities in both summer and winter
with cross country skiing, mountain biking, hiking, river-fishing, kayaking,
sailing and bathing in the lakes and fjord. For many people living in Ørsta,
this is the main reason for settling here.
The landscape qualities and nature diversity form a great potential for
future branding of Ørsta. Urban by Nature sets out to extend or find again
the identity of the city’s structural elements in which the landscape will be
supporting the main livelihood of the city again.

When the corridors meet the urban surface / town
core, they create differient uniqe spots and plazas

new functions in Ørsta centre
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Ørsta
ambassadors

Urban surface

Blue corridors

Landskapsstien

Vannrommet

Promenade

Skogsplassen

Elvebroa

Speciality
shopping

establising a voluntary
ambassador corps in
Ørsta with local
citizens, retailers,
associations.

Planning regulations for
the development plots.
Form groups /’laug’ to
support and facailitate
the development of the
city.

Strengthening the
identity of each river by
marking the paths.

Marking the path with
poles/signs.

Poster / advertisement
for the coming of the
new urban space in
Ørsta - could also be
introduced with an app
to include the citizens
in the planning.

Waterfront acupuncture
creating new ways of
access to the water; a
ladder, a bridge, a ramp
etc

Temporary dome for
information - and
innovation on the the
city development.

Let the nature in
Hamneparken and
arround river grow!

Local market days with
local food producers
are initiated - could also
be in the form as a
temporary ‘pop up’
shop in one of the
empty buildings.

Ørsta

STRATEGIC

Let nature grow!
Accessibility and more
light along the rivers.

Lighting making the
path secure and
accessible.

A large wooden
deck/bench/playground
is being formed.

Common
Urban by nature!
Attractions, shops and
accommodations should
“tell the story” of Ørsta.
Ex. through common
logos, on signs,
receipts.

Ørsta Volda: Polycentric twin towns
We believe in the synergy effect created between Ørsta and Volda
only will succeed by accepting and acknowledge the existence
of the two urban centres. In order to create new urban situations,
we recommend a strong focus on densifying the centres as well
as implement green urban spaces. Together this will be the key to
achieve a strong urban identity based on site specic characteristics
and values.
Green corridor
The theme “Urban by nature” would be the twin towns overall
strategy and identity. They share the proximity to nature, fjords and
mountains, and they should equally develop the potential within
a green urban centre. As our proposal suggest at a local scale in
Ørsta, we also suggest to strengthen the green corridor between
the two towns.

Hovedbygda

Establishing
the change

Aasen tunet
The ambassador corps
are invited to
participate in town
courses. The aims is to
launch a team of
people that can assist
in the servicing of for
instance turists, the
elderly and new
citizens moving to
Ørsta.

Densification with
starting points in the
three kickstart areas;
vandrummet,
skovplassen og
elvebroa.

Cultural experiences
are initiated (eg . small
events or festivals with
roots in the Ørstas
cultural history).

Densifying the city
area.

Different pavements
form the city centre.
“Spillepladen”.

Small
platforms/shelters along
rivers.
Plant more along the
rivers - densify the
green.
Information along the
rivers about the specific
type of nature.

Bike stations with
pumps.
Developing an App
about microclimate
along the path.
Paving with
gravel/asphalt or wood.

The isolated ‘water
square’ is to be build
first - thats where you
can ‘soppe’ as a kid
during summer and ice
skate in winter building this allows for
different seasonal
activities in that specific
urban area.

Pontoons/rafts on
water, maritime urban
garden.

Establing skovplassen;
pavement, urban
fixtures, signage.

Connecting accesses to
water with a wooden
walkway.

Upgrade the ‘slæbestedet’ as an important
link between city and
water.

Renovation and
transformation of
Kai-huset to open it up
towards the Ørsta
waterspace.

A wooden promenade
with a variation of
accesses to the water,
combining an active
waterfront with an
active urban centre.

Supporting functions for
watersports.
Examples: storage for
kayaks, track for kayak
polo, a sauna.

Using paving,
vegetation and light to
make the connection
across the river more
safe and accessible.

Strengthen cooperation
between retailers and
other tenants of the
empty shops, property
owners, local authority,
voluntary organizations,
the entrepreneurial
environment and
associations
- to agree on the same
opening hours (for
instance).

Thematize the
shopping opportunities:
Work on putting
together the retailers in
Ørsta that are offering
shopping experiences
in relation to the theme:
urban by nature!
example:
www.tentsile.com

Establishing a public
programme, such as a
kindergarten and/or
nursing home in
Hamneparken.

Establishing a public
programme, such as a
kindergarten and/or
nursing home in
Hamneparken.

Creating a green
connection from the
campus area (schools,
stadium) to the city
area.

Creating a green
connection from the
campus area (schools,
stadium) to the city
area.

Build up the actural
‘urban nature’ on spots
in the outskirs of Ørsta,
such as it is suggested
with the new nature
centre in the area of
Saudehornet.

Connect Vikegeila
directly to the centre.

Urban corridor
Area demanding functions are suggested to be established in the
areas around Hovedbygden and Furene.
Besides release valuable
,
square meters in the town centres, the relocation of functions to
Hovedbyen and Furene is also part of a strategy to strengthen the
connection between Ørsta and Volda, both physically and mentally.

Urban corridor
Furene

Complete, not compete
The two twin towns should reinforce and complement each other
rather than compete. The synergy effect they possess will strengthen their position in the regional competition.

Vision/goal

Green corridor

Cultural events must
be arranged - also next to the local
Norwegian anniversaries, such as May 17th.

High value housing and
trade in close proximity
to wild natur.

Establishing a nature
centre, a new dark sky
park
- communicating the
many types of nature
opportunities in the
area.

Creating a new path connecting the city in a
new way.
Making it easier to take
the bike or walk around
Ørsta.

Expanding Amfi
Shopping centre (also
with dwellings on top)
with functions that
integrate centre and
perifery.
create a strong urban
anchor in the city,
connecting trade, city
life and nature.

Excisting city centers

Volda

Secondary settlements
Excisting urban areas
Possible future urban areas
Excisting attraction
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SKOGSPLASSEN

URBAN AND ARCHITECTURAL INTERVENTIONS
The urban surface / town core
As mentioned in the competition brief, there is not enough urban life in
Ørsta to sustain a viable urban culture in the sprawling center of today.
We therefore propose to make a small, but intensified inner town core.
The urban surface will work as a patchwork of pavements and green urban spaces. In the development of Ørsta, new functions and infills will be
primarily aimed at this urban surface. The focus will lay on the water front,
that will be more actively programmed and where high-quality residential
areas will arise, and the areas around the Amfi shopping mall, where
urban space is created by clever parking solutions.
The green corridors
A series of green corridors flow into the urban core of Ørsta, connecting
city and periphery and allowing for nature and urban life to merge. The
project introduces a new focus on ‘wilfully wild’ nature along the existing
rivers or ‘elvas’ flowing through the urban core.
Nature will be brought into the city by ‘cutting open’ parts along the grey
and empty streets making them lively, green and wild without maintainence. The new green corridors will run all the way into the city core
creating identities for three new spaces in Ørsta; Vannrommet, Skogsplassen and Elvebroa.

in the local community, creating progress in wide partnerships through a
public dynamic process .
Skogsplassen
The main city square of the new Ørsta is Skogsplassen. It is situated between Amfi Shopping center and Ørsta Torg Shopping mall and connects
the shopping malls with the pedestrian shopping street Vikegata. From
Skogsplassen a green corridor runs along Vikegeila to Vikeelva, creating
a cross country ski trail and hike track out of the city towards a new nature
center on the way towards Saudehornet. The green corridor is merging
into the square and the result is a strong urban anchor in the city, connecting trade, city life and nature.

The landscape path
Along the perimeter of the project site, Urban by Nature suggests a
landscape path connecting the urban center and the harbor front with the
living areas and adjacent nature. The path creates a circular route of 7 km
leading its users along the edge of the fjord, besides the river, through the
forest and over green fields. On the path a number of meeting points are
created situated in the 4 different nature types.
Each meeting point is enhancing the experience of the fjord, river, forest
or field in which it is placed, providing access, shelter, framing or in other
ways presenting the surrounding nature. The layout and design of the
meeting points is a concrete and manageable project, and would be a
great possibility for the local community to strengthen its sense of ownership as part of the future development of Ørsta.
Ørsta is already a strong local community focused on optimizing accessibility to nature in self-organized partnerships. The municipality of Ørsta, in
collaboration with the Norwegian council of outdoor living, recently organized a course, inviting voluntary organizations and private entrepreneurs
to improve the marking of paths/trails in the area. The making of the meeting points along the path would be getting in line with existing traditions

Acknowledging that the inner street of Amfi is the most popular street in
Ørsta, the Urban by Nature-project wants to strengthen the urban core by
creating a better coherence between urban spaces and the inside world
of the shopping malls. We suggest expanding Amfi with functions such as
a restaurant or a market place in order to achieve integration between the
center and the city and strengthen both the brand of the shopping mall
and the urban life of Ørsta.
Skogsplassen gets a unique character from different planting zones. One
zone is planted with pine trees that creates shelter from the wind and
offers the special scent of pine forest. Others zones are functioning as an
urban pantry where people of Ørsta can harvest local blueberries, mush-

rooms, herbs. The space in front of Amfi is a large flexible surface where
there is space for a flea or local food market or a large gathering at May
17th. This is the new place to meet!

A wooden promenade is established with a variation of accesses to the
water along the harbor front, combining an active waterfront with an active
urban center.

Vannrommet
Vannrommet is a transformation of Halleplassen and is located in the
northwest part of the city core. It connects the Villa-åa – a small backyard stream – with the fjord and creates a new urban water space next to
Kaihuset.

Elvebroa
Elvebroa is an important touchdown, located on the landscape path creating a connection between the landscape and the urban core. The area is
situated at the estuary of Vikeelva and Skytjeåa, between the south parking lot of Amfi and the marina.

Opposite of Kaihuset, the new water space is framed by a new building
with collective open facilities on the ground floor and new youth housing
on top. The abandoned buildings next to it are transformed into workshop
facilities and new apartments added on top.

The existing Hamneparken is transformed into a new landscape area – an
archipelago consisting of a topography that can be flooded during high
tide and rainy seasons. The new landscape provides a more organic edge
of the river and generates new microclimates. It brings the grand nature
closer to the city. Smaller wooden bridges connect the islands for pedestrians and bikes.

In the urban space of Vannrommet a special atmosphere is created by
the use of water. It is meant as a place for play and a transition between
the urban core and the fjord. The waterfront is given back to the people of
Ørsta, who can now enjoy a huge water field, with water damp, fountains,
a sauna and access to bathing in the fjord via the new water edge. A pier
is created for kayaks and small sailing boats to lie at and access the communal activity house directly. The parking area is optimized around the
street in the north end of the square, where the paving creates safe crossings connecting the square to the surrounding functions.

In order to bring the ‘campus’ area - consisting of schools and public institutions - closer to the urban core, a new public function is placed in the
middle of the landscape. The function could for example be an afterschool
care or kindergarten with unique proximity to nature, where the children
can fish for tadpoles, have courses outside and learn about the different
nature types of Ørsta.
The Elvebroa is a wooden bridge on the landscape path, creating a safe
passage across the E39 and a new point of access to the water.

Plan 1:2000

PARKING STRATEGIES
PARKING STRATEGIES
promenade

g af kortet

Elv / River

promenade

ng af kortet

By giving spare paved areas back to nature, and precisely choosing some
others for intensification of urban life, Ørsta will bee revitalised with more
live - both urban and green.

private garden

Fjord / Lake
Mountain
Meadow

1. green parking structures

2. split level

3. plinth

4. multifunctional

Forest
Green Corridors

naturetypes in close proximity of the ciy centre

green corridor through Ørsta / Winter

on the squares in Ørsta town where parking is not
sufficient we suggest to build local green parking
structures in more than one floor, to densify and
make the parking scenery green! It can also be a
multifunctional parking structure

new houses and terrain differences
in the town of Ørsta could also
include a series of split level houses
that integrate parking on the lowest
level of the building under the house

the new harbour houses have the potential to
integrate parking places in the plinth - this has
the advantage that the middle part can become
a more privatized garden zone that separates
the space from the public promenade

multifunctional parking in the centre of Ørsta is a
must - to avoid the empty and dead zones at times
where Amfi is closed. These can be multifunctional
in several ways; with greenery, sport activities,
temporary exhibitions, market stalls etc.
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VANNROMMET
New atmosphere and experience is created through the use of water

GREEN CORRIDOR TO SKOGSPLASSEN
Former empty street is now inhabited by trees and people

ELVEBROA

Vikaelva is released from its constraining boundaries and creates a delta area. Getting wild nature all the way to the fjord

MICRO CLIMATE
1

In Skogsplassen
several niches are created
by the vegetation in the
square, which creates a variety of different lee zones
from the wind in summer
and winter time.

2

Urban pantries and
pine tree planting zones
creates a variety of atmospheres in Skogsplassen with different scents,
tastes, sounds and temperature.

3

The archipelago
landscape at Elvebroa
creates a new micro climate within the city with a
marshy and wild character.
Here children can fish for
tadpoles and maybe discover some new species,
who have settled down.

4

In Vannrommet
there is direct access to the
fjord via the wooden deck.
Here you can go swim or
winterbath and afterwoods
get the heat in the sauna
looking out over the fjord.

5

ELVEBROA, PLAN 1:500

The empty grey streets gets
new life through trees and
plantation bringing nature
into the city. Gray gets
green.

A tinn roof at the bus stop
in Vannrommet creates a
unique atmosphere when
the heavy rain drums on the
roof.

1
SKOGSPLASSEN, PLAN 1:500

Dark material and
stones that arbsorbs the
heat from the sun and creates a warmer microclimate
around it.

Vandrommet is a
place for play that change
over the seasons and with
different weather and temperature.
Sometimes the space is
filled with water damp,
sometimes covered with ice
for icescating and sometimes a huge watermirror
reflecting the surrounding
mountains, the fjord and
the sky.

2

SKOGSPLASSEN, DIAGRAMMATIC SECTION 1:100

SKOGSPLASSEN, LANDSCAPE TYPES AND PAVING
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VANNROMMET
ELVEBROA, DIAGRAMMATIC SECTION 1:100

ELVEBROA, LANDSKABSTYPER OG BELÆGNING
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VANNROMMET, PLAN 1:500

VANNROMMET, DIAGRAMMATIC SECTION 1:100
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VANNROMMET, LANDSKABSTYPER OG BELÆGNING

